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THE 8th ARMY WALKED IN UNOPPOSED

By LlOyd Williams, representing the Combined British Press

An Italian beach, September 5

Britain’s Eighth Army this morning walked unopposed into Italy, "It was

almost like a peace-time pleasure trip across the Straits of Messina" - that is

the only way of describing the fantastic operation. As the Eighth Army assault

troops swept across the narrow white beaches a few miles north of Reggio Di

Calabria, soon after four o'clock this morning only three Italian pillboxes on the

beaches opened fire. It was just a wild, nervous burst of fire, followed immediately

by the surrender of the handful of Italians manning the pillboxes, way up in the

high, purple mountains three Italian field guns loosed off a few rounds of shell-fire,

but were immediately silenced by the mighty concentration of British artillery -

hundreds of guns - which, firing from the Sicilian side of the Straits, covered the

Eighth Army landing with a screaming barrage which whined over the heads of the

troops for more than an hour. The enemy made no real attempt to fight off the

British landing. Not a single shell fell near the invasion fleet as it steamed

shoreward. Not a single bomb dropped on the beaches during the assault landing -

in fact, only three planes were seen all the morning - and the Italian navy made no

attempt to interfere with our plans. In addition there were no mines on the

beaches and a complete lack of barbed wire defences. As though they were going on a

route march, British infantry calmly formed up on the beaches before setting off

for the interior. Meanwhile, unloading operations went on from the bigger landing
vessels which slowly nosed their 'way shorewards/soon as the assault craft pulled

away. At the moment the beaches are alive with groaning vehicles churning their

way through the soft, sea sand and tin-halted soldiers are unloading them as calmly
as any stevedores. The still blue waters of the narrow Straits of Messina are

crawling with ships of every type and size carrying out a ferry service from

Sicily to Italy, "Bucks", in long linos, carrying petrol .and ammunition are

zigzagging across, avoiding the bigger ships whose sirens hoot warning as they come

in towards the beach. The straits cf Messina this morning resemble the Pool of

London in peacetime. There are barges everywhere, as well as fussy little launches

and destroyers.

Already red-capped military policemen' arc directing the increasing flow of

traffic. Bulldozers are groining away making emergency tracks through vineyards

and olive groves. And, climbing to the commanding heights, British infantrymen are

raising dust columns far above the beaches already. Along white, dusty roads our

guns are bouncing behind their tractors, Italians have surrendered without a

fight, and presently they are sitting dejectedly among olive groves or at the

roadside waiting to be rounded up. From the dock of an invasion craft early this

morning I watched the effect of the British artillery barrage. Hundreds of guns

of all calibres suddenly opened up in a mighty roar. Across the straits, far up

in the hills, red and yellow explosions flared in continuous lines, moving
backwards and forwards across the few miles cf mountains, it seemed for at least

one hour that the toe of Italy was on fire. To this spectacle was added

broadsides from ‘warships ‘which stood close inshore in the darkness and pounded the

communication points. Though it is only a matter of hours since the landing on

this beach, which was then a front-line area it has now become an assembly point

for vehicles, reinforcements and supplies. The whole operation has been so

fantastically easy, it all seems like a dream*
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